Abstract: Fatigue tests were conducted on standard smooth laser metal deposition (LMD) Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V titanium alloy specimens under three constant-amplitude stresses. The mixed failure behaviors and the influence of internal pores on the fatigue life were discussed in detail. The double-peak characteristics of the fatigue life distribution have been observed, and a bimodal lognormal distribution (BLG) with five variables can be used to describe the fatigue life variation. A parameter estimation method based on the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method was proposed to estimate the BLG distribution parameters, and the Newton-Raphson algorithm was used to solve the nonlinear equations derived from the likelihood functions. A P-S-N curve description of LMD titanium alloy was established based on the BLG and verified by fatigue life data obtained from a fatigue test.
Introduction
Metal component additive manufacturing (AM) is the general designation for a series of advanced manufacturing processes based on a three-dimensional digital model that are used to fabricate metal components by melting and depositing metal powders or wires layer upon layer. AM can be divided into two main categories according to the different supply methods of the raw metal materials: powder bed fusion (PBF) and direct energy deposition (DED). PBF processes, such as selective laser melting (SLM), use thermal energy to selectively fuse regions of a powder bed, while DED processes use focused thermal energy to fuse materials by melting during deposition [1] . DED methods, including laser metal deposition (LMD), are more suitable for fabricating large titanium structural components than PBF processes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Large titanium structural components have been successfully fabricated by many researchers and research institutions by using LMD and have been widely used as load-bearing structures in aeronautical engineering [7, 8] .
Aeronautical structures experience repeat loads over their long periods of service, and fatigue is one of the main damage phenomena in aerospace metallic structures [9] . Therefore, the fatigue behavior of LMD titanium components must be further elucidated, and fatigue performance characterization methods must be established. The major factors causing the fatigue failure of LMD and other AM titanium alloys include the microstructure, internal defects, and residual stresses [10] .
The specific thermodynamic process used during manufacturing, i.e., cyclic heating and rapid cooling, results in the unique microstructure of the LMD titanium alloy, which includes relatively large columnar grains, multiple melt layers between the processing layers and unique curves) of different materials manufactured by several different AM processes have been tested [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] .
Regulations and standards such as ASTM E739-10 [41] and ISO 12107:2012 [42] have been issued with test procedures and method descriptions for P-S-N curves (S-N curves) based on a lognormal distribution. However, the unique AM fabrication process leads to various failure behaviors, and the fatigue life of AM materials therefore displays significantly greater uncertainty and variation than that of their conventionally manufactured counterparts [26, 40, 43, 44] . The mixed failure behaviors and large variation make the existing description methods unable to accurately describe the fatigue properties of AM materials, and the following problems may occur when the existing description method is used to determine the fatigue P-S-N curves of AM materials:
(i) Because of the complex fatigue failure behaviors, the fatigue life distribution of AM materials may be different from that of traditional materials, and the traditional distribution model thus cannot accurately describe the fatigue life variation under specific stress levels.
(ii) Due to the large variation in the fatigue life, the reliability life in the high-reliability region will be very short using the traditional P-S-N curve model to describe the fatigue properties of AM materials.
(iii) The large fatigue life variation requires a larger number of fatigue test specimens to determine the P-S-N curve, which will inevitably increase the time and economic cost of the process.
In this paper, two sets of fatigue tests under peak stresses of 720 and 760 MPa were conducted, and fatigue life data under three different stress levels were obtained, including the data under 800 MPa published in [26] . Sufficient data, no fewer than 15 specimens under each stress level, were used to develop and prove the conclusions. Compared with the existing research, especially the previous study ( [26] ), there are four main innovations and contributions in this paper:
(i) This paper examines more data (at least 15 specimens under each stress level) than in previous studies, which generally reported the data of 5-10 specimens under the same stress [23, 26, 35, [37] [38] [39] [40] 45] ; the data herein were used to illustrate the mixed failure behavior and fatigue life properties.
(ii) A P-S-N curve description method of the LMD Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V titanium alloy was established based on a bimodal lognormal distribution (BLG).
(iii) Considering the disadvantages of the parameter estimation method based on rank distribution theory developed in [26] , especially the weakness in robustness, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method was used to estimate the parameters, and the Newton-Raphson algorithm was used to solve the equations.
(iv) Compared to previous studies [13, [23] [24] [25] [26] , the mixed failure behavior and the influence of internal pores on the fatigue life of LMD Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V specimens were discussed in more detail, and the conclusion regarding the influence of the size and location of the pore defects on the fatigue life was corrected by analyzing the greater amount of data in this paper.
Materials and Experiments

Specimens
The Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V titanium alloy specimens used in this paper were fabricated in the same batch as those in [26] with the same manufacturing procedures. A Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V titanium alloy rectangular plate was deposited on a substrate made of wrought Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V titanium alloy, as shown in Figure 1a . The spherical Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V powder used for the LMD was prepared by a plasma rotation electrode process. The Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V titanium alloy plate was machined into standard smooth cylindrical specimens after duplex annealing (850 • C AC 1 h, 650 • C FC 2 h), as shown in Figure 1b , and had a surface roughness, Ra, of 0.32 µm. Figure 2 shows the microstructure of the material. The material mainly consists of coarse columnar grains with the growth direction in the Z direction. Figure 2a shows that the size of the columnar grains is approximately 900 µm. As shown in Figure 2b , the columnar grains mainly consist of a basket-weave microstructure, and a large number of α colonies are present near the grain boundary. However, Figure 2b also shows that the microstructure of the material is inhomogeneous. In addition to the fine basket-weave organization, an α lamellar microstructure also exists in the material. 
Experiments
The fatigue test was performed on an Instron 8801-100kN electrohydraulic servo fatigue system in an atmospheric environment at room temperature under a sine-wave constant-amplitude (CA) stress with a stress ratio of 0.06 and frequency of 10 Hz, the same experimental procedures and conditions used in [26] . Two sets of fatigue tests with peak stresses of 720 and 760 MPa were carried out. Therefore, three sets of fatigue test data were obtained in total, including the data under 800 MPa in [26] . Fracture surface examinations and fractographic analyses were performed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan/Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) after the fatigue tests, and the crack initiation and failure forms were identified.
Tests Results
Two sets of fatigue tests were conducted under two different stress levels and combined with the test results in [26] . Fifteen, 17, and 22 specimens under 720, 760, and 800 MPa, respectively, were analyzed in total. Fracture surface examinations and fractographic analyses were performed, and mixed failure behaviors appeared in all three sets of fatigue tests. All the fracture surfaces were classified into two categories according to the crack initiation locations, and the fatigue life distribution was preliminarily estimated based on a lognormal distribution.
Fractographic Analysis
The fatigue lives of all specimens were in the range of the medium-and high-cycle fatigue regimes. The fractographic, in Figure 3 , shows that mixed failure behaviors appeared under the three stress levels. Parts of the specimens, with internal crack initiation, fractured due to cracks initiating from internal defects such as internal pores were denoted as SII. The other parts of the specimens that fractured due to cracks initiating from the surface or subsurface of the specimens were denoted as SIS. For SII, the crack origins were all pores, and no LOF was observed in this investigation. A typical fracture photograph of SII is shown in Figures 4a and c. The center of the region close to the initiation of the crack is bright, while the surrounding area is dark. For SIS, the crack origins are usually mechanical scratches and α lamellar structures located on the surface or subsurface of the specimens. For SII, the crack origins were all pores, and no LOF was observed in this investigation. A typical fracture photograph of SII is shown in Figure 4a ,c. The center of the region close to the initiation of the crack is bright, while the surrounding area is dark. For SIS, the crack origins are usually mechanical scratches and α lamellar structures located on the surface or subsurface of the specimens. A typical fracture photograph of SIS is shown in Figure 4b ,d. Significant radial ridges can be seen on the fracture surface, extending radially from the origin site to the surrounding area. The fracture surfaces of SII and SIS can be divided into three regions, as shown in Figure 4a ,b: (i) crack initiation site (CIS): the crack initiation location; (ii) crack propagation region (CPR): a flat plane vertical to the load direction that forms as the result of the crack-stabilized propagation; (iii) fast fracture region (FFR): the area produced by fast crack propagation and fracture. CIS and CPR are relatively flat and nearly in the same plane. As shown in Figure 4c ,d, the FFR can be divided into two parts, denoted as FFR I and FFR II. FFR I is relatively flat and roughly in the same plane as CIS and CPR, while FFR II is a plane inclined at an angle of approximately 45 • relative to the plane of the CIS and CPR. Different stress-strain states when fracture occurs may lead to the differences in the morphology of the two parts of the FFR. FFR I is close to the ideal plane strain state due to constraints inside the materials, while FFR II is similar to the plane stress state because of the small distance from the surface of the specimen. Obvious dimple features can be seen in the FFR (Figure 4e) .
The characteristics of the CPR are almost the same for SIS and SII. The typical characteristics are shown in Figure 4e ,f. Fatigue striations and secondary cracks were found in the CPR (Figure 4e ). Unmelted particles were observed, and their location and shape were irregular (Figure 4f ). The formation of secondary cracks may be related to the laser metal deposition (LMD) parameters, heat treatment process, and stress state. Some powder was not completely melted and remained as unmelted particles, which may have a spherical shape or be present as partially melted irregular particles. These particles produced irregular voids inside the specimen, and these voids could affect the fatigue properties of the specimen.
For SIS, cracks initiate from coarse α lamellar grains or mechanical scratches located on the surface or subsurface of the specimens, as shown in Figure 5a ,b. Mechanical scratches may be traces left by tools during the machining process. Figure 5a ,b show apparent cleavage faces near the CIS, and cleavage feather-like features can be easily identified. state due to constraints inside the materials, while FFR II is similar to the plane stress state because of the small distance from the surface of the specimen. Obvious dimple features can be seen in the FFR (Figure 4e ). The characteristics of the CPR are almost the same for SIS and SII. The typical characteristics are shown in Figures 4e and 4f . Fatigue striations and secondary cracks were found in the CPR ( Figure  4e ). Unmelted particles were observed, and their location and shape were irregular (Figure 4f ). The formation of secondary cracks may be related to the laser metal deposition (LMD) parameters, heat treatment process, and stress state. Some powder was not completely melted and remained as unmelted particles, which may have a spherical shape or be present as partially melted irregular particles. These particles produced irregular voids inside the specimen, and these voids could affect the fatigue properties of the specimen.
For SIS, cracks initiate from coarse α lamellar grains or mechanical scratches located on the surface or subsurface of the specimens, as shown in Figures For SII specimens, as shown in Figure 5 , cracks originate from internal pores. The sizes of the pores inducing the cracks vary greatly between different specimens. Figures 5c and d are typical fracture photographs of two SII specimens. In Figure 5c , the pore area is relatively large, and many discontinuous cleavage faces can be seen near the pore. In Figure 5d , the pore area is small, and a continuous cleavage face can be seen around the pore. Thus, the crack initiation mechanism induced by the different pore sizes may be different. For SII specimens, as shown in Figure 5 , cracks originate from internal pores. The sizes of the pores inducing the cracks vary greatly between different specimens. Figure 5c ,d are typical fracture photographs of two SII specimens. In Figure 5c , the pore area is relatively large, and many discontinuous cleavage faces can be seen near the pore. In Figure 5d , the pore area is small, and a continuous cleavage face can be seen around the pore. Thus, the crack initiation mechanism induced by the different pore sizes may be different.
Fatigue Life Data
The fatigue life data under three stress levels obtained from the fatigue tests are shown in Figure 6 . The pentagons represent the fatigue lives of the specimens under 720 MPa, while the triangles and diamonds represent those of the specimens under 760 and 800 MPa, respectively. The fatigue lives of all specimens are in the range of medium and long fatigue lifetimes. The ranges of the fatigue lives are 108,089-1,559,872 cycles (720 MPa), 49,758-645,171 cycles (760 MPa), and 30,715-544,102 cycles (800 MPa), respectively. The data dots representing the fatigue life of SII are blue, while those of SIS are red. The fatigue lives of SII and SIS overlap with each other. Therefore, the fatigue lives of SII and SIS cannot be differentiated using the location and type of CIS. The fatigue life is denoted as the random variable Y. Conventionally, a lognormal distribution (LG) can be used to describe the fatigue life distribution of metal materials. Assuming that the fatigue life follows an LG, the probability density function (PDF), LG
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Two parameters, the logarithmic expectation (μLG) and logarithmic life standard deviation (σLG), can be used to determine the distribution. The parameters under the three stress levels were Numbers of SII and SIS Figure 6 . Fatigue life data under three stress levels.
The fatigue life is denoted as the random variable Y. Conventionally, a lognormal distribution (LG) can be used to describe the fatigue life distribution of metal materials. Assuming that the fatigue life follows an LG, the probability density function (PDF), f Y (y), and the cumulative distribution function (CDF), F Y (y), of Y are given by Equations (1) and (2), respectively.
(1) Two parameters, the logarithmic expectation (µ LG ) and logarithmic life standard deviation (σ LG ), can be used to determine the distribution. The parameters under the three stress levels were estimated by using the MLE method by using Equation (3) and are listed in Table 1 . The table also contains the maximum and minimum values of the fatigue life and the logarithmic median life, N 50,LG under the three stress levels. Table 1 shows that the σ LG values under all three stress levels are no less than 0.3 and increase with the stress level, indicating that the fatigue life has a large variation. The maximum fatigue life under each stress level is approximately 15 times the minimum value. The variation may be caused by the mixed failure behavior described in Section 3.1. To further elucidate the distribution of the fatigue life, frequency distribution histograms (FDHs) of the logarithmic lives under the three stress levels are plotted in Figure 7 with an interval of 0.2. The estimated PDF curves are also plotted in the figure (red curves). The PDF curves of the LG have significant differences from the FDHs under the three stress levels, and the FDHs have apparent double-peak characteristics. Therefore, the fatigue life distribution of LMD titanium alloy cannot be well fitted by using an LG. 
Bimodal Lognormal Distribution
Since the PDFs of the LG in Figure 7 cannot fit the FDHs of the fatigue life data of the specimens, the LG distribution is not suitable to describe the fatigue life of the LMD titanium alloy and will lead to large fatigue life variations. The poor description result of the LG and the significant variation induced by the unsuitable distribution may lead to very short reliability lives under high-reliability 
Since the PDFs of the LG in Figure 7 cannot fit the FDHs of the fatigue life data of the specimens, the LG distribution is not suitable to describe the fatigue life of the LMD titanium alloy and will lead to large fatigue life variations. The poor description result of the LG and the significant variation induced by the unsuitable distribution may lead to very short reliability lives under high-reliability demands and may increase the requirement of the number of specimens in the fatigue tests. Thus, a distribution model that can describe the fatigue life of LMD titanium alloy more precisely is needed.
In this section, a bimodal lognormal distribution (BLG), proposed in [26] , is used to describe the fatigue life data of LMD titanium alloys. Considering the disadvantages of the parameter estimation method developed in [26] , the Newton-Raphson algorithm is used to estimate the parameters based on the MLE method.
Distribution Model
Assume that the fatigue life, Y, follows a BLG,
, where α, µ 1 , σ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 are the five distribution parameters of the BLG. The PDF, f Y (y), and the CDF, F Y (y), of Y are given by Equation (4), where α represents the weight and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
Y 1 and Y 2 are two independent random variables that follow a lognormal distribution
. The PDF and CDF of Y 1 and Y 2 are shown in Equations (5) and (6), respectively.
BLG Parameter Estimation Method
In [26] , a parameter estimation method based on the rank statistics theory is proposed. The basic principle of this method is that the minimization of the Sum of Squared Error (SSE) is used as a criterion for determining the distribution parameters. This method is easy to perform but lacks the rigor of mathematical logic. It also has some weakness in robustness and can easily be affected by the sample alteration. A relatively large sample size is needed. Considering the above shortcomings of the method, the MLE method was used to estimate the parameters. The likelihood function is constructed, and the Newton-Raphson method is used to obtain an estimated value for each parameter. The following are the detailed steps.
For fatigue life data under a specific stress level, the MLE method can be used to estimate the five distribution parameters α, µ 1 , σ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 . To simplify the expression, set X = lgY. The random variable X follows a bimodal normal distribution (BNG), denoted as X ∼ BNG(α, µ 1 , σ 2 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 2 ). The PDF and CDF are given by Equation (7), and the PDF and CDF of Y 1 and Y 2 are determined by Equations (8) and (9), respectively. Obviously, the BLG has the same parameters as the BNG.
The likelihood function, L(x; α, µ 1 , σ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 ), can be expressed as Equation (10),
By taking the logarithm of both sides of Equation (10), the logarithmic likelihood function can be obtained as Equation (11),
The first partial derivative of ln L(x; α, µ 1 , σ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 ) can then be taken with respect to α, µ 1 , σ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 , respectively. If the partial derivatives are equal to zero, then
The equations in Equation (12) can be simplified and denoted as f L,i (x; α, µ 1 , σ 1 , µ 2 , σ 2 ), i = 1, 2, · · · , 5:
Equation (13) is thus a nonlinear system with five variables, and obtaining an analytical solution is difficult. Thus, the Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm was used to solve this nonlinear system. Let
Assuming that the system has been iterated k times,
by Equation (14) .
where J represents the derivative of F T (θ) at θ (k) (Equation (15)).
In this calculation procedure, the iterative formula in Equation (14) is needed to calculate the inverse matrix of J, resulting in a large calculation. Thus, Equation (16) was used in the actual calculation.
Using the MLE method in Section 4.2, the parameters of the BLG distribution were estimated for the fatigue life data obtained from the fatigue tests under three stress levels. The estimated parameters are shown in Table 2 . The PDF curves are shown in Figure 7 (blue curves), and the figure shows that the BLG can more effectively and accurately reflect the double-peak characteristics of the fatigue life distribution of LMD titanium alloys. Table 2 shows that µ 1 and µ 2 both decrease with an increase in the stress level. However, σ 1 and σ 2 show different behaviors: the σ 1 values decrease while the σ 2 values increase with an increase in the stress level. 
P-S-N Curve of LMD Titanium Alloy
A BLG can reflect the fatigue life distribution of LMD titanium alloys more realistically than an LG, so the P-S-N curve description method was established based on a BLG model. In the calculation of the P-S-N curve, the fatigue life under a specific reliability should be calculated first. Due to cost and time constraints, about only 20 specimens were tested under each stress level. Therefore, the confidence level of the fatigue life under a specific reliability should be considered.
Fatigue Life Under a Specific Reliability Value
For a specific reliability value, P, the fatigue life is denoted as N P and satisfies Equation (17) .
Several N P values under the three stress levels were calculated by using a numerical method according to Equation (18) and plotted as double logarithmic coordinates in Figure 8 . Several P N values under the three stress levels were calculated by using a numerical method according to Equation (18) and plotted as double logarithmic coordinates in Figure 8 . Figure 8 shows that the reliability fatigue lives, P N , of three stress levels at the same reliability value, P, are approximately linear. Thus, the P-S-N curve of LMD titanium alloy can be described by the Basquin equation, Equation (19) , where S represents the peak stress, and CP and mP are two undetermined parameters. Particularly, when P = 50%, Equation (19) simplifies to an S-N curve. and, by taking the logarithm of both sides of Equation (19) , the resulting Equation (20) is a linear function. For the specific reliability value P, the undetermined parameters CP and mP in Equation (20) can be estimated using the linear regression method.
P-S-N Curves
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Using the fatigue life data obtained in this paper, the parameters of the P-S-N curve under several typical reliabilities were estimated based on the above method and are listed in Table 3 with their correlation coefficients, r. Table 3 shows that both parameters, CP and mP, decrease with an increase in the reliability value, P. The P-S-N curves are plotted in Figure 8 . Figure 8 shows that the reliability fatigue lives, N P , of three stress levels at the same reliability value, P, are approximately linear. Thus, the P-S-N curve of LMD titanium alloy can be described by the Basquin equation, Equation (19) , where S represents the peak stress, and C P and m P are two undetermined parameters. Particularly, when P = 50%, Equation (19) simplifies to an S-N curve.
and, by taking the logarithm of both sides of Equation (19), the resulting Equation (20) is a linear function. For the specific reliability value P, the undetermined parameters C P and m P in Equation (20) can be estimated using the linear regression method.
Using the fatigue life data obtained in this paper, the parameters of the P-S-N curve under several typical reliabilities were estimated based on the above method and are listed in Table 3 with their correlation coefficients, r. Table 3 shows that both parameters, C P and m P , decrease with an increase in the reliability value, P. The P-S-N curves are plotted in Figure 8 . 
Discussion
Mixed Failure Behaviors and BLG
The previous studies show that the fatigue behaviors of LMD titanium alloys are different from those of traditional materials, and mixed failure behaviors appear [20] [21] [22] 26, 36, 46, 47] . The investigations in this paper confirmed this view and obtained a more general conclusion. Through the analysis of an abundance of data, the relationship between the stress level and the proportion of SII in the overall population, which has rarely been examined, was obtained herein.
As shown in Figure 3 , mixed failure behaviors appeared under the three stress levels. Thus, in the medium-and high-cycle fatigue regimes, it may be an intrinsic characteristic of LMD titanium alloys under CA stress and independent of the stress level. However, the proportion of SII in the overall population may be related to the stress level. In Table 4 , n SIS and n SII represent the numbers of SIS and SII, respectively. The value of n SII /n decreases with an increase in the stress level in an approximately linearly manner. This phenomenon may be caused by the combined influences of the microstructure, the types and geometric parameters of the defects, and the local stress state, although further research is needed on the interpretation of this phenomenon. Table 4 also shows the distribution parameters of SIS and SII estimated by an LG. µ SIS and σ SIS represent the logarithmic expectation and logarithmic life standard deviation of SIS under an LG distribution, respectively, and µ SII and σ SII represent those of SII. In Table 4 , it can be found that µ SII is larger than µ SIS under all three stress levels. This phenomenon is different from the conclusion reported by many investigations that the internal defects such as pores and LOFs have harmful influences on the fatigue life of an AM material [39, 44] . Figure 9a ,b show the FDHs of the fatigue lives of SIS under 800 MPa and SII under 720 MPa, respectively, and the PDF curves of LG SII under 720 MPa and LG SIS under 800 MPa are also plotted in the figures. It can be inferred that, even for a single failure behavior, SIS or SII, the LG cannot reflect the fatigue life distribution well. Figure 10 shows the PDF curves of SIS and SII under an LG and for all specimens under a BLG. The two peak positions of the BLG significantly differ from those of the LG SII and LG SIS . Therefore, the double-peak characteristic of the LMD titanium alloy fatigue cannot be simply explained by the difference in the CIS. The difference in the CIS is one of the reasons for the large variation in the fatigue life of LMD titanium alloys and the double-peak characteristic, but it is not the only reason. LG SII LG SIS Probability Density BLG c
LG SII LG SIS Figure 10 . Cont. 
Influence of Size and Location of Pore Defects on the Fatigue Life
Many studies have reported the influence of the size and location of the internal defects on the fatigue life of AM specimens [13, [23] [24] [25] [26] . A positive or negative correlation between the fatigue life and the size and location of the pore defects appears to exist based on these studies. However, a different conclusion has been obtained in this paper. 
Many studies have reported the influence of the size and location of the internal defects on the fatigue life of AM specimens [13, [23] [24] [25] [26] . A positive or negative correlation between the fatigue life and the size and location of the pore defects appears to exist based on these studies. However, a different conclusion has been obtained in this paper. Figure 11 shows the influence of the size and location of a pore on the fatigue life under three stress levels. The left figures show the relationship between the fatigue life and pore area, while the right figures show the relationship between the fatigue life and the distance from the pore to the surface. Under a specific stress level, the data points that have similar areas were marked in the same color and were connected with straight lines to indicate the influence of the distance to the specimen surface in the right figures. Likewise, the data points that share a similar distance to the surface were circled and were connected with a dashed line to indicate the influence of the pore area. The previous conclusion in [26] was based on the data points under 800 MPa shown in Figure 11a . However, some of the data points under the other two stress levels showed different phenomena. In Figure 11b , the red data points show that when the areas are similar, a shorter distance does not necessarily lead to a longer fatigue life, and the blue point data in Figure 11c show a similar phenomenon. In Figure 11c , the data points circled in yellow and pink also show that, when the distances are similar, a larger area does not necessarily lead to a shorter fatigue life. Therefore, there is no significant positive or negative correlation between the fatigue life and the size and location of a pore defect. The conclusions from previous studies about the influences of the size and location of pore defects on the fatigue life [13, [23] [24] [25] [26] lack generalizability and thus need to be further investigated. Figure 11 shows the influence of the size and location of a pore on the fatigue life under three stress levels. The left figures show the relationship between the fatigue life and pore area, while the right figures show the relationship between the fatigue life and the distance from the pore to the surface. Under a specific stress level, the data points that have similar areas were marked in the same color and were connected with straight lines to indicate the influence of the distance to the specimen surface in the right figures. Likewise, the data points that share a similar distance to the surface were circled and were connected with a dashed line to indicate the influence of the pore area. The previous conclusion in [26] was based on the data points under 800 MPa shown in Figure 11a . However, some of the data points under the other two stress levels showed different phenomena. In Figure 11b , the red data points show that when the areas are similar, a shorter distance does not necessarily lead to a longer fatigue life, and the blue point data in Figure 11c show a similar phenomenon. In Figure 11c , the data points circled in yellow and pink also show that, when the distances are similar, a larger area does not necessarily lead to a shorter fatigue life. Therefore, there is no significant positive or negative correlation between the fatigue life and the size and location of a pore defect. The conclusions from 
Comparisons of the P-S-N Curves Based on a BLG and LG
The logarithmic fatigue life distribution intervals (0.13%, 99.87%) of the BLG under three different stress levels equal the intervals of ±3σ under the LG and are plotted in Figure 12 . The intervals (0.13%, 99.87%) of the BLG are obviously narrower than those of the LG, indicating that the BLG model can better fit the fatigue life distribution of LMD titanium alloys without excessively amplifying their variation. Therefore, the fatigue properties of LMD titanium alloys can be more accurately described by using the P-S-N curve description model based on a BLG. different stress levels equal the intervals of ±3σ under the LG and are plotted in Figure 12 . The intervals (0.13%, 99.87%) of the BLG are obviously narrower than those of the LG, indicating that the BLG model can better fit the fatigue life distribution of LMD titanium alloys without excessively amplifying their variation. Therefore, the fatigue properties of LMD titanium alloys can be more accurately described by using the P-S-N curve description model based on a BLG. The P-S-N curve based on an LG was estimated by using a method similar to that in Section 5. Figure 13 shows the (0.13%, 99.87%) distribution bands of the P-S-N curves based on both an LG and BLG. The distribution band of the P-S-N curves based on the BLG is significantly narrower than that of the P-S-N curves based on the LG. The P-S-N curve based on an LG was estimated by using a method similar to that in Section 5. Figure 13 shows the (0.13%, 99.87%) distribution bands of the P-S-N curves based on both an LG and BLG. The distribution band of the P-S-N curves based on the BLG is significantly narrower than that of the P-S-N curves based on the LG. The P-S-N curve based on an LG was estimated by using a method similar to that in Section 5. Figure 13 shows the (0.13%, 99.87%) distribution bands of the P-S-N curves based on both an LG and BLG. The distribution band of the P-S-N curves based on the BLG is significantly narrower than that of the P-S-N curves based on the LG. Table 5 gives the estimated parameters of the P-S-N curves based on an LG under several reliability values. The parameters show different laws compared with those of the P-S-N curves based on a BLG, as shown in Table 3 . Both C P and m P increase with the reliability value, P. P-S-N curves based on an LG and BLG are plotted in Figure 14 . Table 6 shows the fatigue life at a typical reliability value under three stress levels, 720, 760, and 800 MPa, which was obtained from the two types of P-S-N curves. The figures and tables above indicate that the P-S-N curve model based on a BLG can not only more accurately reflect the fatigue life properties but also significantly increase the fatigue life at high-reliability values. The fatigue life at a reliability value of 99.9% is improved by almost two-fold in the high stress level regime (800 MPa). Therefore, describing the fatigue properties of LMD titanium alloys by using the P-S-N model based on a BLG can greatly promote the applications of LMD titanium alloys in engineering, especially in load-bearing structures, significantly improve the structural design flexibility, and reduce the structure weight. Table 5 gives the estimated parameters of the P-S-N curves based on an LG under several reliability values. The parameters show different laws compared with those of the P-S-N curves based on a BLG, as shown in Table 3 . Both CP and mP increase with the reliability value, P. P-S-N curves based on an LG and BLG are plotted in Figure 14 . Table 6 shows the fatigue life at a typical reliability value under three stress levels, 720, 760, and 800 MPa, which was obtained from the two types of P-S-N curves. The figures and tables above indicate that the P-S-N curve model based on a BLG can not only more accurately reflect the fatigue life properties but also significantly increase the fatigue life at high-reliability values. The fatigue life at a reliability value of 99.9% is improved by almost twofold in the high stress level regime (800 MPa). Therefore, describing the fatigue properties of LMD titanium alloys by using the P-S-N model based on a BLG can greatly promote the applications of LMD titanium alloys in engineering, especially in load-bearing structures, significantly improve the structural design flexibility, and reduce the structure weight. 
Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Work
In this paper, fatigue tests of standard smooth Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V specimens were conducted, and abundant data were obtained. The mixed failure behavior and the influence of internal pores on the fatigue life of LMD Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V specimens were discussed in detail, and a novel P-S-N curve method based on a BLG was established to describe the fatigue properties of LMD titanium alloys. Through the method, the fatigue life at a high reliability value is increased. This result may promote the application of LMD titanium alloys in engineering and can significantly improve the structural design flexibility and reduce the structure weight. From the test results and analyses, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
In this paper, fatigue tests of standard smooth Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V specimens were conducted, and abundant data were obtained. The mixed failure behavior and the influence of internal pores on the fatigue life of LMD Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V specimens were discussed in detail, and a novel P-S-N curve method based on a BLG was established to describe the fatigue properties of LMD titanium alloys. Through the method, the fatigue life at a high reliability value is increased. This result may promote the application of LMD titanium alloys in engineering and can significantly improve the structural design flexibility and reduce the structure weight. From the test results and analyses, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(i) Mixed failure behaviors of Ti-6.5Al-2Zr-1Mo-1V titanium alloy, with cracks initiating from both internal pores and the surface or subsurface, are observed in the medium-and high-cycle fatigue regimes. These mixed failure behaviors may be an intrinsic characteristic of LMD titanium alloys under CA stress and independent of the stress level. However, the proportion of SII in the overall population may be related to the stress level: the proportion decreases with an increase in the stress level.
(ii) For the internal pore failure model, there is no significant positive or negative correlation between the fatigue life and the size and location of the pore defects.
(iii) The BLG is reasonable for the fatigue life description in the medium-and high-cycle fatigue regimes of LMD titanium alloys. The Newton-Raphson algorithm was used to estimate the BLG parameters based on the MLE method, and the Basquin equation can be used to describe the P-S-N curve of the LMD titanium alloy.
There are also some recommendations for further investigations: (i) In-depth research on the relationship between the proportion of SII and the stress level is needed. This phenomenon may be caused by the combined influences of the microstructure, the types and geometric parameters of the defects, and the local stress state.
(ii) The influence of the sizes and locations of the pore defects on the fatigue life requires further research to arrive at a more general conclusion.
